Volvopenta 2003

Technical Specification: Three-cylinder diesel, 28hp rpm. Oil capacity, 4. The Volvo Penta types
of diesel were built between approximately to The Volvo Penta series was a three-cylinder
diesel. We can supply all parts for Volvo Penta diesel including a range of spare parts, oil filters
and fuel filters, drive belts, air filters and impellers, genuine series exhaust elbows, oils and
grease. If you need helps with any technical issue regarding a Volvo Penta , please call us. If
you are using a series, pay particular attention to the exhaust elbow, as age and low rev running
can lead to internal rust and carbon build-up issues causing the engine to possibly hydraulic.
Only use genuine parts to ensure safe operation of your out at sea. This offer includes all the
genuine Volvo Penta parts to fully service a Volvo Penta fresh water-cooled diesel. This offer
includes all the genuine Volvo Penta parts to fully service a Volvo Penta raw water-cooled
diesel. Contains the oil filter and fuel filter, as well as the impeller and all necessary gaskets.
This is the brass anode holder threaded plug that holds the anode in place. Volvo Penta is a
replacement fuel water separator filter, installed between the fuel tank and engine, and known
as a CAV filter. The filter housing this filter fits is either part number or or any other CAV type,
filter housing. This is a twin pack for , replacement CAV water fuel separator filters, part number
installed between the fuel tank and engine. Fits filters and or any CAV filter housing. Genuine
Volvo Penta oil filter for , , engines. Genuine Volvo Penta Diesel fuel filter for the Volvo Penta ,
and diesel engine range. This belt is also used on some petrol variants. All product tags All
product tags dp propellers dp propellers 3 blade folding propeller blade kit 4-stroke dpi mariner
mercruiser Mercury outboard quicksilver volvo penta. View all. Volvo Penta Series Technical
Specification: Display 3 6 9 12 18 24 36 View as. Volvo Penta Zinc engine anode, Part Number
Volvo Penta Impeller for , , , Part Number Volvo Penta fuse block, part number Volvo Penta
alternator belt, Part Number The Volvo Penta series of Marine Diesel engines were introduced in
, with the last engines produced in The Volvo Penta T marine diesel engine had a cylinder
displacement of cc and delivered an impressive 43 hp, thanks to its turbo unit. The Series was a
complete engine programme from Volvo Penta, which had been specially developed for
powering sailboats and small motor boats. In addition, there was a comprehensive accessories
programme for the Series for other requirements, such as, heating, cooling, electricity etc.
Directly injected, they were easily started and fuel-efficient marine diesels. Also, a large
flywheel, decompression and cold-start facility which made cold starts easier. A volt two
terminal marine electrical system and AC alternator of 50A assured excellent charging and the
engine was carried in vibration-damping rubber mounts providing a low noise level for the time.
Video : Click to watch a short video of a Volvo Penta T running. The semi-diesel, or hot-head,
engine is not a true diesel, but retains the operating functions of the diesel with the exception of
high compression. On these engines, the head or a bulb in the combustion chamber is heated
to near red heat, usually with a kerosene torch. The engine usually has a manual pump that will
force an amount of fuel that will be sprayed through a nozzle in the combustion chamber
against the heated area. As the engine is rolled against compression, the manual pump is
activated and the sprayed fuel ignites. This in turn creates pressure in the combustion chamber
against the piston, thus starting the engine. Once the engine starts, fuel addition, under
pressure, continues automatically and is controlled by the governor. As in a true diesel, the
engine speed is controlled by the timing and length of fuel addition, during the power stroke.
Also, as in the true diesel engine, this has no throttle on the air intake. Most semi-diesel engines
are 2-stroke but there are 4-stroke versions also. In a semi-diesel, once the engine starts the
heat source for the hot-head or bulb can be removed; the heat is generated by the combustion
itself to continue the ignition process. Typically, semi-diesel engines have from to compression
ratios. They can use a variety of liquid heavy fuels, from kerosene to heavy bunker oil, and
almost anything in between. Their ignition does not come from the pressure generated by the
engine as a true diesel does. The nitrates, chlorates, and acetates of all metals are soluble in
water. Silver acetate is sparingly soluble. All sodium, potassium, and ammonium salts are
soluble in water. The chlorides, bromides, and iodides of all metals except lead, silver, and
mercury I are soluble in water. HgI2 is insoluble in water. The water-insoluble chlorides,
bromides, and iodides are also insoluble in dilute acids. The sulfates of all metals except lead,
mercury I , barium, and calcium are soluble in water. Silver sulfate is slightly soluble. The
water-insoluble sulfates are also insoluble in dilute acids. The carbonates, phosphates, borates,
sulfites, chromates, and arsenates of all metals except sodium, potassium, and ammonium are
insoluble in water but soluble in dilute acids. The sulfides of all metals except barium, calcium,
magnesium, sodium, potassium, and ammonium are insoluble in water. The hydroxides of
sodium, potassium, and ammonium are very soluble in water. The hydroxides of calcium and
barium are moderately soluble. The oxides and hydroxides of all other metals are insoluble. The
following is a brief description of a typical seriesOne installation. Detailed instructions are
included with each product and should be followed closely. In short, Cutlass is a type of curved

sword and Cutless is a type of rubber bearing although the two are often mixed up. Surely, you
might ask, the noise of an engine comes from the exhaust output and not from drawing air in.
Well, imagine for a moment the air being drawn into the cylinders of your marine diesel engine.
The column of air flowing into your cylinder moves along the pipework rapidly while the valve is
open during the intake stroke, and then abruptly stops in its tracks when the valve shuts. The
moving column of air suddenly stops flowing in to the engine, compresses a little and bounces
back like a spring. This pressure wave travels backward at the speed of sound until it meets a
hard surface in the pipework, and then it bounces back toward the cylinder. The air intake then
acts like a loudspeaker pumping out vibrations. The pressure wave actually bounces back and
forth two or three more times before the intake valve opens again. Just as in a recording studio,
these echoes are trapped by closed cell foam in your air intake silencer. The crankshaft, usually
the pulley wheel at the bottom of the engine, usually drives the belts. Belts transfer power to
other pulley wheels on the engine and drive the alternator, to provide power to the batteries,
and the water pump to circulate cooling water around the engine. The alternator may be
inefficient resulting in uncharged batteries. The water-circulating pump may be inefficient
resulting in the engine running hotter. Regularly checking gauges such as the voltmeter and
engine temperature will highlight both of these problems. A slipping or loose belt is often
visually indicated by black belt dust around the engine near the pulleys. Perkins in turn
imported these series engines from a Japanese company called Ishikawajima Shibaura
Machinery, Ltd. Perkins marketed this engine in a marinized version as the Perama M They sold
the engine to Volvo Penta who marketed it as their MD By , Perkins had become so successful
at marketing these engines to other equipment manufacturers that they formed a joint venture
with ISM called Perkins Shibaura Engines, Ltd. In , Perkins was acquired by Caterpillar. With an
added boost from Caterpillar, this little engine has become one of the most popular engines in
the world. Even Caterpillar uses it in some of their smaller equipment. In , the larger Shibaura
series engine was introduced with assembling at Peterborough, UK from parts mostly from
Japan, and in June, assembling of the series engine began at a Caterpillar facility in Griffin,
Georgia, USA with production exceeding , units per year. When two dissimilar metals are in
contact electrically connected , and immersed in an electrolyte such as salt water they produce
a galvanic cell like a battery. As current that is, electrons flows from one metal to the other, the
metal donating the electrons changes form and corrodes. This process is called galvanic
corrosion and will quickly destroys underwater metals. The way we counteract galvanic
corrosion is to add a third metal into the circuit, one that is less noble than the other two to give
up its electrons. This piece of metal is called a sacrificial anode, and in marine engines it is
most often made from zinc. You will, no doubt, be familiar with the shaft anode shown above.
The stainless steel of the shaft will cause the Bronze of the propeller to corrode, and so we
install a zinc sacrificial anode to prevent this happening. Metals can be placed on a scale â€”
the galvanic scale â€” to let us know which will sacrifice themselves in any pair. If two metals
are in contact in an electrolyte such as salt water then the metal which is higher up the Galvanic
Scale will corrode. You will notice that Zinc is second from top. Heat exchangers in marine
diesel engines are typically fabricated from a mix of copper alloy and mild steel. These are at
risk of galvanic corrosion. You will find it usually under a plug or plate within in the exchanger.
The pencil is unscrewed from the plug for replacement. Raw water cooled engines have a
similar zinc anode inside the cooling-water jacket to protect dissimilar metals in the engine.
Determine if your engine and heat exchanger are fitted with internal anodes, and if so, check
them at least annually. If they are half depleted then best replace them. Diesel bug is
contamination of diesel fuel by microbes such as bacteria and fungi. Water can get into diesel
fuel as a result of condensation, rainwater penetration or adsorption from the air â€” modern
biodiesel a mix of diesel from fossil fuel and oil from plants is especially susceptible to water
absorption. The presence of water then encourages microbial growth which either occurs at the
interface between the oil and water or on the tank walls, depending on whether the microbes
need oxygen. Dead bacteria, fungus and their waste products result in a sludge which generally
lies at the bottom of the fuel tank. In rough weather, however, this sludge can get mixed up into
the fuel and sucked into the primary fuel filter, which can cause fuel starvation and your engine
stopping in, remember, rough weather â€” just when you need it. There are additive treatments
which help to reduce the occurrence of diesel bug. It stops microbes and promotes trouble free
combustion, reduces smoke emissions and improves engine efficiency. Speaking to your fellow
boat owners will help understand the risk in your area. Remember, the treatment will kill the bug
but it will not clear away the sludge. If you have had an infestation in your diesel tanks, then
polishing your diesel and steam-cleaning your tanks is the best way to eliminate the residue.
Bio-fuels used today are largely derived from agricultural crops. Sugar cane and corn are used
to make ethanol which is mixed with petrol for road vehicles, while bio-diesel is made from

vegetable oils like soy. As a renewable resource these products have a positive effect on
environmental damage caused by fossil fuel use as they consume carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere as they grow. Critics point out, however, that food prices have increased in less
developed parts of the world due to increased competition for soy and grain without increased
supply. It is, nevertheless, a reality that the diesel oil available as a fuel today is not the same as
that available when our diesels were designed, or even when they were newly installed. It is this
fraction of your diesel that is prone to absorbing water. Boat owners face a unique set of
challenges for storing diesel fuel â€” at least in comparison to car owners. Typically, cars use
their diesel supplies quickly and store it in relative dryness. On boats, the diesel might be
months or even years old and any air that enters the tank via the breather pipes will invariably
be damp. Damp air in tanks will condense on the walls at night and run into the fuel. In the past,
this would sit at the bottom of the tank until the tank was eventually cleaned out. Now, the water
can be absorbed into the fuel and transported to the engine. Damp fuel can lead to moisture in
the cylinder causing white smoke and corrosion in the engine head. Think for a moment about
the inside of a cylinder in a diesel engine. The inside cylinder wall needs to allow the piston to
move up and down at great speed, forming a vacuum and a high pressure by turns. Although
the piston is a tight fit in the cylinder, it must not allow the pressurised gases or the fuel to leak
into the body of the engine and contaminate the lubricating oil. This is achieved by piston rings,
which slide up and down between the piston head and the cylinder wall. We obviously want to
lubricate the cylinder wall with oil to help the piston rings do their job. The crosshatch pattern is
required to retain oil to ensure proper lubrication and to form a seal between the piston rings
and cylinder bores. Bore polishing is characterized by a clearly defined area of bright mirror-like
finish on the cylinder bore where the crosshatch pattern is worn away see below. Bore
polishing is caused by a build-up of carbon deposits in the piston top ring land area, i. Poor
combustion of diesel fuel leads to these hard carbon deposits, which are highly abrasive and
scrape away the honing grooves on the cylinder bores. Bore polishing leads to increased oil
consumption blue exhaust smoke and loss of combustion pressure and performance. This is
because the oil film trapped in the honing grooves that maintains the piston ring seal and
combustion pressure, is no longer there. Unburned fuel and combustion gases then leak past
the piston rings and contaminate the lubricating oil. There is evidence that operating older style
diesel engines with modern high-spec synthetic and semi-synthetic oils, and also running them
at constant revs for long periods of time i. At high temperatures it has the same viscosity as
SAE 40 oil. The 15W40 designation means that the oil is a multigrade oil. It has the viscosity of
15W when cold and the viscosity of SAE 40 when hot. This means that one type of oil works in
all temperatures. The scale ranges from 0 to The numbers from 0 to 25 have the letter W added.
The viscosity of a liquid is its resistance to flow. High intermolecular forces between the
molecules cause a high viscosity. As the liquid warms up, the added kinetic energy overcomes
some of the attractive forces. The viscosity decreases. Hot molasses flows more readily than
cold molasses. A single grade oil like 15W or SAE 40 oil has a high viscosity when cold and a
lower viscosity when hot. The 15W40 designation means that the oil is a multi-grade oil. This
means that one type of oil works in a range of temperatures. Thanks for visiting
SaltWaterDiesels. Troubleshoot your engine electrics Log in. Volvo Penta T. VP T Front
Elevation. VP T Side Elevation. Semi-Diesel Engines. What boat do you sail? Where do you sail?
My current marine diesel engine is a Note: It looks like JavaScript is disabled in your browser.
Some elements of this form may require JavaScript to work properly. If you have trouble
submitting the form, try enabling JavaScript momentarily and resubmit. You must be logged in
to create new topics. Keep me signed in. Log In. Sea Fever. I must go down to the seas again, to
the lonely sea and the sky,. The Solubility Rules of Salts 1. Remove shaft from transmission
coupling. Disassemble and remove all of the existing shaft sealing system. Remove the hose
clamps and old hose from the shaft log stern tube. Discard them. Draw the shaft back up
against the coupling. This will expose the portion of the shaft that was located under the old
hose and stuffing box. Insert the end of the seriesOne unit into the articulated hose and push in
as far as it will go. Position the seriesOne Unit while installed in the articulated hose next to the
stern tube to determine approximately where the lip seal will ride on the shaft. Examine this area
carefully. Be SURE that it is free of pitting, nicks or surface imperfections which could cause
leaking. Clean this area thoroughly. Fore and aft actions could put flats or grooves in the shaft.
Do NOT over polish the shaft or this will prevent the lip seal from sealing out the water. The
assembly may be shifted forward slightly by adjusting the position of the hose on the stern tube
at the time of installation. Carefully press the red seal protector into the front of the seriesOne.
Back the shaft away from the coupling to provide enough room to install the assembly.
Carefully slide the assembly hose-end first onto the shaft so that the shaft passes through the
red seal protector. Slide the assembly down the shaft and onto the stern tube. Push on as far as

it will go or as needed to position the lip seal on a clean spot on the shaft. Make sure the hose is
over the stern tube enough to be able to put both hose clamps on. Reconnect the shaft to the
coupling. Make certain the coupling is firmly secured to the transmission. To help align the unit,
grasp the assembly and slide it forwards on the stern tube an inch or so and rotate it side to
side twice. Slide the assembly back into position on the stern tube. Hose clamp screws should
be on opposite sides to distribute the pressure evenly. Confirm that both the seriesOne shaft
seal and stern tube are fully inserted into the articulating hose. Tighten all four hose clamps.
Pull the red seal protector from the Seal. Separate the tabs to split the cone and remove it from
the shaft. Connect the seriesOne to a pressurized water supply source point in the engines raw
water cooling system by attaching the water injection hose to the stainless steel fitting on the
housing. Cutlass Bearing or Cutless Bearing In short, Cutlass is a type of curved sword and
Cutless is a type of rubber bearing although the two are often mixed up. Why do engines need
air intake silencers? Engine Belts The crankshaft, usually the pulley wheel at the bottom of the
engine, usually drives the belts. If the belt is too loose: The alternator may be inefficient
resulting in uncharged batteries. Flat belts should be able to twist through 90 degrees and no
more. A belt adjusted too tight can put excess pressure on the pulley wheel shaft and increase
wear on the shaft bearings of the pulley wheels. How do sacrificial anodes work? Zinc shaft
anode You will, no doubt, be familiar with the shaft anode shown above. The Galvanic scale of
metals Heat exchangers in marine diesel engines are typically fabricated from a mix of copper
alloy and mild steel. Diesel School â€” What is Bio-diesel? Fuel labels in the UK It is,
nevertheless, a reality that the diesel oil available as a fuel today is not the same as that
available when our diesels were designed, or even when they were newly installed. Bore
Polishing in Diesel Engines Think for a moment about the inside of a cylinder in a diesel engine.
A polished bore Bore polishing is caused by a build-up of carbon deposits in the piston top ring
land area, i. The Volvo Penta series of Marine Diesel engines were introduced in , with the last
engines produced in The Volvo Penta marine diesel engine had a cylinder dispacement of cc
and delivered 28 hp. The Series is a complete engine programme, which has been specially
developed for powering sailboats and small motor boats. There is a well-tested accessories
programme for the Series for other requirements, such as, heating, cooling, electricity etc.
Direct injected, easily started and fuel-efficient marine diesel. Large flywheel, decompression
and cold-start facility which makes cold starts easier. A volt two terminal marine electrical
system and AC alternator of 50A assures excellent charging. The engine is carried in
vibration-damping rubber mounts providing a low noise level. There are four transmission
alternatives in the Series, all with easily-operated cone clutch with an overload protection
feature: the R, L, V and S versions. The R-version is angled down at 7 degrees on the output
shaft that makes installation easier and saves space. The L-version is straight. In the V-version,
the reverse gear has been complemented with an angular gear allowing for reversed engine
placement. The S-version is a compact combination of engine and drive, easy to install and with
very low sound and vibration levels. Video : Click to watch a short video of a Volvo Penta
running. The semi-diesel, or hot-head, engine is not a true diesel, but retains the operating
functions of the diesel with the exception of high compression. On these engines, the head or a
bulb in the combustion chamber is heated to near red heat, usually with a kerosene torch. The
engine usually has a manual pump that will force an amount of fuel that will be sprayed through
a nozzle in the combustion chamber against the heated area. As the engine is rolled against
compression, the manual pump is activated and the sprayed fuel ignites. This in turn creates
pressure in the combustion chamber against the piston, thus starting the engine. Once the
engine starts, fuel addition, under pressure, continues automatically and is controlled by the
governor. As in a true diesel, the engine speed is controlled by the timing and length of fuel
addition, during the power stroke. Also, as in the true diesel engine, this has no throttle on the
air intake. Most semi-diesel engines are 2-stroke but there are 4-stroke versions also. In a
semi-diesel, once the engine starts the heat source for the hot-head or bulb can be removed;
the heat is generated by the combustion itself to continue the ignition process. Typically,
semi-diesel engines have from to compression ratios. They can use a variety of liquid heavy
fuels, from kerosene to heavy bunker oil, and almost anything in between. Their ignition does
not come from the pressure generated by the engine as a true diesel does. The nitrates,
chlorates, and acetates of all metals are soluble in water. Silver acetate is sparingly soluble. All
sodium, potassium, and ammonium salts are soluble in water. The chlorides, bromides, and
iodides of all metals except lead, silver, and mercury I are soluble in water. HgI2 is insoluble in
water. The water-insoluble chlorides, bromides, and iodides are also insoluble in dilute acids.
The sulfates of all metals except lead, mercury I , barium, and calcium are soluble in water.
Silver sulfate is slightly soluble. The water-insoluble sulfates are also insoluble in dilute acids.
The carbonates, phosphates, borates, sulfites, chromates, and arsenates of all metals except

sodium, potassium, and ammonium are insoluble in water but soluble in dilute acids. The
sulfides of all metals except barium, calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, and ammonium
are insoluble in water. The hydroxides of sodium, potassium, and ammonium are very soluble in
water. The hydroxides of calcium and barium are moderately soluble. The oxides and
hydroxides of all other metals are insoluble. The following is a brief description of a typical
seriesOne installation. Detailed instructions are included with each product and should be
followed closely. In short, Cutlass is a type of curved sword and Cutless is a type of rubber
bearing although the two are often mixed up. Surely, you might ask, the noise of an engine
comes from the exhaust output and not from drawing air in. Well, imagine for a moment the air
being drawn into the cylinders of your marine diesel engine. The column of air flowing into your
cylinder moves along the pipework rapidly while the valve is open during the intake stroke, and
then abruptly stops in its tracks when the valve shuts. The moving column of air suddenly stops
flowing in to the engine, compresses a little and bounces back like a spring. This pressure wave
travels backward at the speed of sound until it meets a hard surface in the pipework, and then it
bounces back toward the cylinder. The air intake then acts like a loudspeaker pumping out
vibrations. The pressure wave actually bounces back and forth two or three more times before
the intake valve opens again. Just as in a recording studio, these echoes are trapped by closed
cell foam in your air intake silencer. The crankshaft, usually the pulley wheel at the bottom of
the engine, usually drives the belts. Belts transfer power to other pulley wheels on the engine
and drive the alternator, to provide power to the batteries, and the water pump to circulate
cooling water around the engine. The alternator may be inefficient resulting in uncharged
batteries. The water-circulating pump may be inefficient resulting in the engine running hotter.
Regularly checking gauges such as the voltmeter and engine temperature will highlight both of
these problems. A slipping or loose belt is often visually indicated by black belt dust around the
engine near the pulleys. Perkins in turn imported these series engines from a Japanese
company called Ishikawajima Shibaura Machinery, Ltd. Perkins marketed this engine in a
marinized version as the Perama M They sold the engine to Volvo Penta who marketed it as
their MD By , Perkins had become so successful at marketing these engines to other equipment
manufacturers that they formed a joint venture with ISM called Perkins Shibaura Engines, Ltd. In
, Perkins was acquired by Caterpillar. With an added boost from Caterpillar, this little engine has
become one of the most popular engines in the world. Even Caterpillar uses it in some of their
smaller equipment. In , the larger Shibaura series engine was introduced with assembling at
Peterborough, UK from parts mostly from Japan, and in June, assembling of the series engine
began at a Caterpillar facility in Griffin, Georgia, USA with production exceeding , units per year.
When two dissimilar metals are in contact electrically connected , and immersed in an
electrolyte such as salt water they produce a galvanic cell like a battery. As current that is,
electrons flows from one metal to the other, the metal donating the electrons changes form and
corrodes. This process is called galvanic corrosion and will quickly destroys underwater
metals. The way we counteract galvanic corrosion is to add a third metal into the circuit, one
that is less noble than the other two to give up its electrons. This piece of metal is called a
sacrificial anode, and in marine engines it is most often made from zinc. You will, no doubt, be
familiar with the shaft anode shown above. The stainless steel of the shaft will cause the Bronze
of the propeller to corrode, and so we install a zinc sacrificial anode to prevent this happening.
Metals can be placed on a scale â€” the galvanic scale â€” to let us know which will sacrifice
themselves in any pair. If two metals are in contact in an electrolyte such as salt water then the
metal which is higher up the Galvanic Scale will corrode. You will notice that Zinc is second
from top. Heat exchangers in marine diesel engines are typically fabricated from a mix of copper
alloy and mild steel. These are at risk of galvanic corrosion. You will find it usually under a plug
or plate within in the exchanger. The pencil is unscrewed from the plug for replacement. Raw
water cooled engines have a similar zinc anode inside the cooling-water jacket to protect
dissimilar metals in the engine. Determine if your engine and heat exchanger are fitted with
internal anodes, and if so, check them at least annually. If they are half depleted then best
replace them. Diesel bug is contamination of diesel fuel by microbes such as bacteria and fungi.
Water can get into diesel fuel as a result of condensation, rainwater penetration or adsorption
from the air â€” modern biodiesel a mix of diesel from fossil fuel and oil from plants is
especially susceptible to water absorption. The presence of water then encourages microbial
growth which either occurs at the interface between the oil and water or on the tank walls,
depending on whether the microbes need oxygen. Dead bacteria, fungus and their waste
products result in a sludge which generally lies at the bottom of the fuel tank. In rough weather,
however, this sludge can get mixed up into the fuel and sucked into the primary fuel filter, which
can cause fuel starvation and your engine stopping in, remember, rough weather â€” just when
you need it. There are additive treatments which help to reduce the occurrence of diesel bug. It

stops microbes and promotes trouble free combustion, reduces smoke emissions and improves
engine efficiency. Speaking to your fellow boat owners will help understand the risk in your
area. Remember, the treatment will kill the bug but it will not clear away the sludge. If you have
had an infestation in your diesel tanks, then polishing your diesel and steam-cleaning your
tanks is the best way to eliminate the residue. Bio-fuels used today are largely derived from
agricultural crops. Sugar cane and corn are used to make ethanol which is mixed with petrol for
road vehicles, while bio-diesel is made from vegetable oils like soy. As a renewable resource
these products have a positive effect on environmental damage caused by fossil fuel use as
they consume carbon dioxide from the atmosphere as they grow. Critics point out, however,
that food prices have increased in less developed parts of the world due to increased
competition for soy and grain without increased supply. It is, nevertheless, a reality that the
diesel oil available as a fuel today is not the same as that available when our diesels were
designed, or even when they were newly installed. It is this fraction of your diesel that is prone
to absorbing water. Boat owners face a unique set of challenges for storing diesel fuel â€” at
least in comparison to car owners. Typically, cars use their diesel supplies quickly and store it
in relative dryness. On boats, the diesel might be months or even years old and any air that
enters the tank via the breather pipes will invariably be damp. Damp air in tanks will condense
on the walls at night and run into the fuel. In the past, this would sit at the bottom of the tank
until the tank was eventually cleaned out. Now, the water can be absorbed into the fuel and
transported to the engine. Damp fuel can lead to moisture in the cylinder causing white smoke
and corrosion in the engine head. Think for a moment about the inside of a cylinder in a diesel
engine. The inside cylinder wall needs to allow the piston to move up and down at great speed,
forming a vacuum and a high pressure by turns. Although the piston is a tight fit in the cylinder,
it must not allow the pressurised gases or the fuel to leak into the body of the engine and
contaminate the lubricating oil. This is achieved by piston rings, which slide up and down
between the piston head and the cylinder wall. We obviously want to lubricate the cylinder wall
with oil to help the piston rings do their job. The crosshatch pattern is required to retain oil to
ensure proper lubrication and to form a seal between the piston rings and cylinder bores. Bore
polishing is characterized by a clearly defined area of bright mirror-like finish on the cylinder
bore where the crosshatch pattern is worn away see below. Bore polishing is caused by a
build-up of carbon deposits in the piston top ring land area, i. Poor combustion of diesel fuel
leads to these hard carbon deposits, which are highly abrasive and scrape away the honing
grooves on the cylinder bores. Bore polishing leads to increased oil consumption blue exhaust
smoke and loss of combustion pressure and performance. This is because the oil film trapped
in the honing grooves that maintains the piston ring seal and combustion pressure, is no longer
there. Unburned fuel and combustion gases then leak past the piston rings and contaminate the
lubricating oil. There is evidence that operating older style diesel engines with modern
high-spec synthetic and semi-synthetic oils, and also running them at constant revs for long
periods of time i. At high temperatures it has the same viscosity as SAE 40 oil. The 15W40
designation means that the oil is a multigrade oil. It has the viscosity of 15W when cold and the
viscosity of SAE 40 when hot. This means that one type of oil works in all temperatures. The
scale ranges from 0 to The numbers from 0 to 25 have the letter W added. The viscosity of a
liquid is its resistance to flow. High intermolecular forces between the molecules cause a high
viscosity. As the liquid warms up, the added kinetic energy overcomes some of the attractive
forces. The viscosity decreases. Hot molasses flows more readily than cold molasses. A single
grade oil like 15W or SAE 40 oil has a high viscosity when cold and a lower viscosity when hot.
The 15W40 designation means that the oil is a multi-grade oil. This means that one type of oil
works in a range of temperatures. Thanks for visiting SaltWaterDiesels. Troubleshoot your
engine electrics Log in. Volvo Penta Volvo Penta series transmission options. VP Front
Elevation. VP Side Elevation. Volvo Penta Starboard Side Components. Volvo Penta Port Side
Components. Feed-pump Engine serial number Decompression device Inlet air silencer Fuel
injection pumps Oil dipstick Sea-water pump. Semi-Diesel Engines. What boat do you sail?
Where do you sail? My current marine diesel engine is a Note: It looks like JavaScript is
disabled in your browser. Some elements of this form may require JavaScript to work properly.
If you have trouble submitting the form, try enabling JavaScript momentarily and resubmit. You
must be logged in to create new topics. Keep me signed in. Log In. Sea Fever. I must go down to
the seas again, to the lonely sea and the sky,. The Solubility Rules of Salts 1. Remove shaft from
transmission coupling. Disassemble and remove all of the existing shaft sealing system.
Remove the hose clamps and old hose from the shaft log stern tube. Discard them. Draw the
shaft back up against the coupling. This will expose the portion of the shaft that was located
under the old hose and stuffing box. Insert the end of the seriesOne unit into the articulated
hose and push in as far as it will go. Position the seriesOne Unit while installed in the

articulated hose next to the stern tube to determine approximately where the lip seal will ride on
the shaft. Examine this area carefully. Be SURE that it is free of pitting, nicks or surface
imperfections which could cause leaking. Clean this area thoroughly. Fore and aft actions could
put flats or grooves in the shaft. Do NOT over polish the shaft or this will prevent the lip seal
from sealing out the water. The assembly may be shifted forward slightly by adjusting the
position of the hose on the stern tube at the time of installation. Carefully press the red seal
protector into the front of the seriesOne. Back the shaft away from the coupling to provide
enough room to install the assembly. Carefully slide the assembly hose-end first onto the shaft
so that the shaft passes through the red seal protector. Slide the assembly down the shaft and
onto the stern tube. Push on as far as it will go or as needed to position the lip seal on a clean
spot on the shaft. Make sure the hose is over the stern tube enough to be able to put both hose
clamps on. Reconnect the shaft to the coupling. Make certain the coupling is firmly secured to
the transmission. To help align the unit, grasp the assembly and slide it forwards on the stern
tube an inch or so and rotate it side to side twice. Slide the assembly back into position on the
stern tube. Hose clamp screws should be on opposite sides to distribute the pressure evenly.
Confirm that both the seriesOne shaft seal and stern tube are fully inserted into the articulating
hose. Tighten all four hose clamps. Pull the red seal protector from the Seal. Separate the tabs
to split the cone and remove it from the shaft. Connect the seriesOne to a pressurized water
supply source point in the engines raw water cooling system by attaching the water injection
hose to the stainless steel fitting on the housing. Cutlass Bearing or Cutless Bearing In short,
Cutlass is a type of curved sword and Cutless is a type of rubber bearing although the two are
often mixed up. Why do engines need air intake silencers? Engine Belts The crankshaft, usually
the pulley wheel at the bottom of the engine, usually drives the belts. If the belt is too loose: The
alternator may be inefficient resulting in uncharged batteries. Flat belts should be able to twist
through 90 degrees and no more. A belt adjusted too tight can put excess pressure on the
pulley wheel shaft and increase wear on the shaft bearings of the pulley wheels. How do
sacrificial anodes work? Zinc shaft anode You will, no doubt, be familiar with the shaft anode
shown above. The Galvanic scale of metals Heat exchangers in marine diesel engines are
typically fabricated from a mix of copper alloy and mild steel. Diesel School â€” What is
Bio-diesel? Fuel labels in the UK It is, nevertheless, a reality that the diesel oil available as a fuel
today is not the same as that available when our diesels were designed, or even when they were
newly installed. Bore Polishing in Diesel Engines Think for a moment about the inside of a
cylinder in a diesel engine. A polished bore Bore polishing is caused by a build-up of carbon
deposits in the piston top ring land area, i. Filter by engine type. A comprehensive set of quality
gaskets and seals for the top end of your Volvo Penta T. Our set includes: Cylinder head gasket
- top quality laminated head gasket with silicon beading around water jacket areas Rocker cover
gasket. This is an A comprehensive set of quality gaskets and seals for the top end of your
Volvo Penta Our set includes: Cylinder head gasket - top quality laminated head gasket Rocker
cover gasket. This is an upgraded gasket that has been A comprehensive set of quality gaskets
and seals for the bottom end of your Volvo Penta engine. The set includes: Timing cover gasket
Raw water pump access plate gasket Front and rear crankshaft lip seals hand crank lip seal
Tube J-B Weld A comprehensive set of quality gaskets and seals for the bottom end of your
Volvo Penta T engine. Each set comprises top compression ring - chrome-vanadium, parallel
second compression ring - cast, parallel third oil control ring - chrome-vanadium, spring loaded
slotted scraper. These rings A quality Volvo Penta Piston Ring set. These rings are Each set
comprises x1 Top compression ring - chrome-vanadium, parallel x1 Second compression ring cast, parallel x1 Third oil control ring - chrome-vanadium, spring loaded slotted scraper.
European and Worldwide delivery is available. Volvo Penta rocker cover gasket and stud seal
set. The original gasket material used for the rocker cover hardens over time, resulting in an oil
leak across the cylinder head top face. To solve this problem we have designed and
manufactured an Available in the following sizes: Standard Under size European and Worldwide
delivery is also A set of quality aftermarket connecting rod bearings for your Volvo Penta
engine. A set of quality aftermarket connecting rod bearings for your Volvo Penta T engine. We
have a small number of Volvo Penta ,, and T cam followers Tappets. They are used but in very
good condition. A set of cylinder head valves to fit the Volvo Penta not T. These replacement
valves are made to the same material grade specifications as the OE valves and are a high
quality product. The set includes x3 Inlet valve x3 Exhaust Fitting the correct type of mount for
the weight and use of your engine is crucial in not only maintaining structural safety, but also in
reducing to a minimum the Fitting the correct type of mount for the weight and use of your
engine is crucial in not only maintaining structural safety, but also in reducing to It has a
tapered screw thread and single spade type electrical connection for 12v systems. UK delivery
by 1st class Royal Mail or courier. European and Worldwide shipping is also available. The FG

is a quality aftermarket bulk-head mounted pre-filter. It features a turbine filtration system and is
similar to the Racor FG. How to purchase: please add this product to the cart and complete your
purchase. Your exchange injector should Your exchange injector The nozzle is the only wearing
part of the injector and with new injectors becoming prohibitively expensive, the alternative
option of reconditioning your existing injectors These are high quality aftermarket pump
manufactured in Europe. They are very well engineered and are excellent value. There are two
types of lift pump now available for the Volvo Penta You can choose from either the earlier
unsealed or the This shim kit contains both 'hard and soft' shims which can be configured to
create the following sizes. A genuine Volvo Penta water pipe, new old stock connects the Heat
exchanger to the exhaust outlet. A genuine Volvo Penta water pipe, new old stock connects the
raw water pump to the heat exchanger. Created with Sketch. Toggle menu Open 9am to 4pm
Monday to Friday. Login or Sign Up 0. Perkins 4. Perkins TC 6. Shop by Category Caterpillar
Caterpillar C1. Caterpillar Caterpillar C1. Quick view. Add to Cart Compare. Choose Options
Compare. Volvo Penta rocker cover upgrade set RRP:. Volvo Penta engine mount RRP:. Volvo
Penta oil filter RRP:. Sorry, this product is currently out of stock. Please contact us for more
information. Volvo Penta injector nozzle RRP:. Volvo Penta Top gasket set A comprehensive set
of quality gaskets and seals for the top end of your Volvo Penta Volvo Penta rocker cover
upgrade set Volvo Penta rocker cover gasket and stud seal set. Volvo Penta Connecting rod
bearing set A set of quality aftermarket connecting rod bearings for your Volvo Penta engine.
Volvo Penta Coolant pipe heat exchanger to Exhaust outlet A genuine Volvo Penta water pipe,
new old stock connects the Heat exchanger to the exhaust outlet. Volvo Penta Coolant pipe Raw
water pump to exchanger A genuine Volvo Penta water pipe, new old stock connects the raw
water pump to the heat exchanger. Compare Selected. A comprehensive set of quality gaskets
and seals for the top end of your Volvo Penta Our set includes: Cylinder head gasket - top
quality laminated head gasket with silicon beading around water jacket areas Rocker cover
gasket. This is an A comprehensive set of quality gaskets and seals for the bottom end of your
Volvo Penta engine. Each set comprises top compression ring - chrome-vanadium, parallel
second compression ring - cast, parallel third oil control ring - chrome-vanadium, spring loaded
slotted scraper. These rings European and Worldwide delivery is available. Volvo Penta rocker
cover gasket and stud seal set. The original gasket material used for the rocker cover hardens
over time, resulting in an oil leak across the cylinder head top face. To solve this problem we
have designed and manufactured an A set of quality aftermarket connecting rod bearings for
your Volvo Penta engine. Available in the following sizes: Standard Under size European and
Worldwide delivery is also We have a small number of Volvo Penta ,, and T cam followers
Tappets. They are used but in very good condition. A set of cylinder head valves to fit the Volvo
Penta not T. These replacement valves are made to the same material grade specifications as
the OE valves and are a high quality product. The set includes x3 Inlet valve x3 Exhaust Fitting
the correct type of mount for the weight and use of your engine is crucial in not only
maintaining structural safety, but also in reducing to It is designed to last up to twice as long as
plain 15W oils. Lucas say it holds much more soot in suspension than It has a tapered screw
thread and single spade type electrical connection for 12v systems. UK delivery by 1st class
Royal Mail or courier. European and Worldwide shipping is also available. The FG is a quality
aftermarket bulk-head mounted pre-filter. It features a turbine filtration system and is similar to
the Racor FG. Your exchange injector The nozzle is the only wearing part of the injector and
with new injectors becoming prohibitively expensive, the alternative option of reconditioning
your existing injectors These are high quality aftermarket pump manufactured in Europe. They
are very well engineered and are excellent value. There are two types of lift pump now available
for the Volvo Penta You can choose from either the earlier unsealed or the Additionally they are
tested. Volvo Penta Injector pump shim kit. This shim kit contains both 'hard and soft' shims
which can be configured to create the following sizes. Volvo Penta water pipe seal and fuel
washer kits. A range of kits which include all the washers and seals you are going to need to
overhaul the water or fuel pipe system on this popularversion of the series of engines and
supplied in a handy We stock primary and secondary fuel filters for the Volvo Penta engine. The
primary filter is usually bulkhead mounted between the tank and the engine, whilst the
secondary filter is located at the front of the engine. Primary filter- A 'cartridge' Volvo Penta
exhaust outlet gasket, a quality UK hand cut gasket. UK delivery is by 1st class Royal Mail or
courier. European and Worldwide delivery is also available. Top quality alternator and water
pump belts which are the correct fitment for Volvo Penta marine engines. The belts are
produced by 'Gates', the leading manufacturer of aftermarket belts. Please choose from the
options above to get the correct belt Excellent quality Raw water pump kits for the original
engine driven raw water pump on Volvo Penta engine. Our kits include impellers that are
manufactured from the correct grade of high quality neoprene rubber and are moulded on to a

machined brass Rydlyme Marine is a safe, biodegradable marine descaler developed to dissolve
problematic fouling mediums including calcium, rust, mussels, barnacles, tiger shells and other
scale formed mineral deposits that hinder the performance of vital water systems Volvo Penta
heat exchanger service kit. We recommend regular servicing of the heat exchanger to avoid
overheating problems caused by blockages from limescale build up and broken up impeller
blades. Our service kit fits the following fresh water Volvo Penta raw water pump end cover kit
for Volvo Penta engine The end covers on these pumps tend to wear, resulting in poor sealing
of the impeller, lower flow rates and premature failure of the impeller vanes. Our overhaul kit fits
all versions A top quality Volvo Penta Alternator pulley not included , 12 volt, 70 amp, 'isolated
earth', direct replacement alternator to fit the Volvo Penta engine. We include in the kit a packet
of the correct electrical spade connectors and also a wiring European and Worldwide shipping
are also available. Volvo part number formally Suitable for the following types of sail drive. A
quality universal water resistant tachometer and hour meter, ideal for use in the marine
environment and manufactured exclusively for Parts4engines Ltd. This tachometer can be
configured to work in conjunction with alternators, magnetic Manufactured to US military
specification by Tecnoseal in Italy, one of the worlds leading suppliers of sacrificial anodes for
cathodic protection in the leisure boat market, this split ring zinc anode kit fits the full range of
Volvo Penta Saildrive This is a quality product manufactured by a Bosch group company.
Voltage 12, 1. A quality, strong Stainless Steel worm drive clamp ideal for both the marine
environment and industrial use. Band width Product details: Stainless steel Wide width
provides a uniform clamping force Nyloc nut prevents Manufactured to US military specification
by Tecnoseal in Italy, one of the worlds leading suppliers of sacrificial anodes for cathodic
protection in the leisure boat market. This shaft anode Includes: 2 x propeller shaft nitrile lip
seals with stainless internal Created with Sketch. Toggle menu Open 9am to 4pm Monday to
Friday. Login or Sign Up 0. Perkins 4. Perkins TC 6. Shop by Category Caterpillar Caterpillar C1.
Caterpillar Caterpillar C1. Quick view. Add to Cart Compare. Choose Options Compare. Volvo
Penta rocker cover upgrade set RRP:. Volvo Penta engine mount RRP:. Volvo Penta oil filter
RRP:. Sorry, this product is currently out of stock. Please contact us for more information.
Volvo Penta injector nozzle RRP:. Volvo Penta injector pump exchange RRP:. Volvo Penta fuel
filter RRP:. Volvo Penta exhaust outlet gasket RRP:. Rydlyme Marine descaler RRP:. Stainless
Steel hose clips RRP:. Heavy duty propeller shaft zinc anode RRP:. Volvo Penta Top gasket set
A comprehensive set of quality gaskets and seals for the top end of your Volvo Penta Volvo
Penta rocker cover upgrade set Volvo Penta rocker cover gasket and stud seal set. Volvo Penta
Connecting rod bearing set A set of quality aftermarket connecting rod bearings for your Volvo
Penta engine. Volvo Penta fuel filter We stock primary and secondary fuel filters for the Volvo
Penta engine. Volvo Penta exhaust outlet gasket Volvo Penta exhaust outlet gasket, a quality
UK hand cut gasket. Volvo Penta Alternator belt Top quality alternator and water pump belts
which are the correct fitment for Volvo Penta marine engines. Rydlyme Marine descaler
Rydlyme Marine is a safe, biodegradable marine descaler developed to dissolve problematic
fouling mediums including calcium, rust, mussels, barnacles,
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tiger shells and other scale formed mineral deposits that hinder the performance of vital water
systems Volvo Penta raw water pump End Cover kit Volvo Penta raw water pump end cover kit
for Volvo Penta engine The end covers on these pumps tend to wear, resulting in poor sealing
of the impeller, lower flow rates and premature failure of the impeller vanes. Volvo Penta
Alternator isolated earth A top quality Volvo Penta Alternator pulley not included , 12 volt, 70
amp, 'isolated earth', direct replacement alternator to fit the Volvo Penta engine. Volvo Penta
Saildrive split ring zinc anode Manufactured to US military specification by Tecnoseal in Italy,
one of the worlds leading suppliers of sacrificial anodes for cathodic protection in the leisure
boat market, this split ring zinc anode kit fits the full range of Volvo Penta Saildrive Stainless
Steel hose clips A quality, strong Stainless Steel worm drive clamp ideal for both the marine
environment and industrial use. Compare Selected.

